FYI

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Chris Holmquist [mailto:CHolmquist@wilsonmeany.com]
Sent: Friday, August 7, 2020 8:48 AM
To: Chris Holmquist; Mandhir Singh; Cameron Curtis LEED AP (cameron.curtis@legends.net); Daniel Rojas; Paula Portz (pportz@legends.net); Stephen J. Duethman (Steve.Duethman@aecom.com); Ali Pouraghabagher; Christopher E. Jackson
Cc: Ramon Camacho; Ronson Provido, P.E.; Eric Taylor; Jeff Bresette; Mike Haramia; Joshua Zielke; Fulton, Susan
Subject: IBEC Permits Processing Discussion
When: Occurs every Thursday effective 8/13/2020 until 1/28/2021 from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM Pacific Standard Time.
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting
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